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Abstract
Cellmigration, critical tonumerousbiological processes, can be guidedby surface topography. Studying
the effects of topography oncellmigration is valuable for enhancing our understandingof directional
cellmigration and for functionally engineering cell behavior.However, fabrication limitations constrain
topography studies to geometries thatmaynot adequatelymimic physiological environments.Direct
LaserWriting (DLW)provides the necessary 3Dflexibility and control to createwell-definedwaveforms
with curvature and length scales that are similar to those found inphysiological settings, such as the
luminalwalls of blood vessels that endothelial cellsmigrate along.Wefind that endothelial cellsmigrate
fastest along squarewaves, intermediate along triangularwaves, and slowest along sinewaves and that
directional cellmigrationon sinewaves decreases as sinusoidwavelength increases. Interestingly,
inhibitionof Rac1decreases directionalmigrationon sinewave topographies but not onflat surfaces
withmicropatterned lines, suggesting that cellsmayutilize differentmolecular pathways to sense curved
topographies.Our study demonstrates thatDLWcanbe employed to investigate the effects and
mechanisms of topography on cellmigrationby fabricating awide array of physiologically-relevant
surfaceswith curvatures that are challenging to fabricate using conventionalmanufacturing techniques.

1. Introduction

Cell migration plays a central role in a large variety of
biological processes including early embryonic devel-
opment, immune cell trafficking and surveillance,
angiogenesis and blood vessel remodeling, cancer
metastasis, and tissue repair [1–3].When cellsmigrate,
they typically move over and across extracellular
matrix (ECM), the polymerized fibrous scaffolds that
provide the physical structure of our bodies. Interest-
ingly, the structural organization of the ECM influ-
ences how cells adhere and migrate. To study these
processes in a more controlled setting, researchers
generated surfaces patterned with aligned ridges,
where it was observed that cells preferentially orient
and migrate parallel to the ridges, a phenomenon
termed contact guidance [4–7]. Modulating cell
migration speed and direction using topography could

be valuable for designing biomedical devices where
controlled cell repopulation is critical, such as in
vascular stents, where an endothelial cell monolayer is
necessary for proper vascular function. A major
advantage of using topography as a cellular control
mechanism for medical implants is that it is purely
physical and does not change the biochemistry of the
implant environment [8].

Cells exhibit contact guidance on a wide variety of
substrate materials and feature sizes ranging from tens
of nanometers to hundreds of microns [9–12]. In gen-
eral, cells tend to migrate faster on patterned surfaces
compared to flat surfaces and migration speed decrea-
ses at longer wavelengths [10, 13]. To fabricate these
surfaces, researchers have predominantly employed
lithography-based approaches to produce square-
shaped waveforms on which cells generally elongate
less as the square wave wavelength becomes longer
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[4, 10, 14]. However, square wave topographies are
composed of features such as flat surfaces and sharp
right-angle edges that are rarely encountered in vivo.

How cells respond to andmigrate on curved topo-
graphies has not been well studied, primarily due to
limitations in the ability to fabricate such curved sur-
faces. Physiological curvatures are present across a
range of length scales such as collagen fibers in the
ECM with a diameter of 30–100 nm or the lumen of a
blood vessel that can range in diameter from tens to
hundreds of microns [15]. Researchers have used
methods including spin-coating, hydrogel swelling, or
polymer deformation to fabricate curved surface topo-
graphies [5, 16–21]. Although these studies show that
aligned curved surfaces are able to elicit the contact
guidance response, many of the fabrication methods
are limited in their ability to produce well-defined
curved structures with controllable dimensions. Given
the prominence of curved features in native tissues, a
deeper understanding of how cells sense and respond
to such features is important to further elucidate.

In this study, we examine how endothelial cells
migrate on curved topography. Endothelial cells
migrate along the curved luminal surfaces of blood
vessels where the degree of curvature varies with vessel
diameter. Furthermore, vascular grafts or stent
implants are common procedures that may require
cells to migrate along curved topographies to repopu-
late and form non-thrombogenic surfaces. To pro-
duce these curved topographies, we employed an
advanced fabrication technique known as Direct Laser
Writing (DLW). DLW offers complete 3D spatial con-
trol to produce virtually any user-programmed sur-
face with sub-micron resolution. The excellent 3D
spatial control of DLW has made it an increasingly
popular tool to study the effects of 3D microenviron-
ments in biology and cell migration [22–24]. We used
a commercial DLW system (Nanoscribe Photonic
Professional GT) and photoresist (IP-Dip, Nanoscribe
GmbH) to generate customizable 3D cell-adhesive
surfaces to explore the effects of varying waveform,
amplitude, andwavelength onHumanUmbilical Vein
Endothelial Cell (HUVEC)migration. Endothelial cell
migration has previously been studied on square wave
topography, but not on curved surfaces resembling the
lumen of blood vessels where they reside physiologi-
cally [12, 25–28].We then examined both the effects of
curved sine wave surfaces on cell migration and the
differences in the molecular regulation of directional
migration on topography compared to flat chemi-
cally-micropatterned surfaces.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Structure design andDLWfabrication
DLW-printed structures were programmed using
MATLAB with 500 nm z-steps and 300 nm steps in the
x–y plane. Structures were designed to have an aligned

wave topography spanning an area of 3×3mm2 and
to contain a defined starting location for cells in the
center of the pattern. The cell starting location consisted
of a ‘coliseum-like’ circular wall structure, which was
designed to confine a single droplet of cells suspended
in media. The structure had a diameter of 2 mm, a
height of 200 μm, and a wall thickness of 15 μm,
(figure 1(A)). All structures contained a center seeding
ring for controlled cell seeding. The walls of this ring
were designed to have large ovular voids to reduce the
structure print volume, which in turn minimizes active
print time. Importantly, 50 μm diameter semi-circular
arches were inserted in the base of the circular wall to
allow cells tomigrate out of the central region following
attachment. To ensure a uniform substrate material for
cell attachment andmigration, aflat surfacewas printed
inside the coliseumwalls.

Structures were printed using IP-Dip photoresist
(Nanoscribe GmbH) with scan speed 10 cm s−1. The
minimum feature sizes, or voxel dimensions for the IP-
Dip photoresist with the 25× magnification, 1.4 NA
objective used in this study are approximately 500 nm
in the x–y plane and 1.5 μm along the z axis. PET sub-
strates (Melinex 561 1000 gauge, Dupont) were used to
ensure surface adhesion in aqueous solutions for dura-
tion of the testing time and for repeated use in future
experiments. The substrate interface was detected only
once using the system interfacefinder for each structure
to reduce print time, enhance alignment between stit-
ched parts, and prevent interface finding errors. A
solid base was included with the topography structures
so that they could be printed ∼5 μm into the surface
of the substrate, ensuring adhesion across the full
3 mm×3mm pattern. Samples were prepared so that
several individual patterns were printed onto a single
substrate at a time. Final optimized print time for a
sample with 7 different topography patterns was
approximately 14 h (∼2 h per structure). After printing,
structures were soaked in PGMEA for 40min to dis-
solve any remaining unpolymerized photoresist, then
briefly rinsed in NOVEC 7100 (3M) solvent. To ensure
complete structure polymerization, all prints were
exposed toUV light for 20 s.

2.2. Cell culture and seeding
HUVECs (Lonza) were cultured in EGM-2 media
(Lonza) at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator.
Prior to seeding, the surfaces were coated with
50 μg ml−1 of human fibronectin (FisherSci) for 1 h
then dried using compressed air. To seed cells, a 2 μl
droplet of cells (P5-10) at a concentration of
3.3 million cell ml−1 (6600 total cells) in EGM-2 was
pipetted into the circular cell seeding ring and allowed
to adhere for 30 min at 37 °C in a humidified dish.
Surface tension caused the liquid droplet, and there-
fore the cells, to remain confined within the walls.
After 30 min, media was added to the entire dish and
cells began to migrate out of the walls through the
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arches. Cell migration fronts were visualized using
phase contrast imaging or fixed with 4% paraformal-
dehyde and stainedwith crystal violet (FisherSci).

To reuse DLW structures, cells were removed with
0.05% trypsin and substrates were subsequently
cleaned using 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solu-
tion left on an orbital shaker for at least 24 h followed
by multiple washes with 70% ethanol and distilled
water.

2.3. Fractional factorial experimental design
We used JMP statistical software package to design a
fractional factorial experimental design to screen for

significant effects of varying wave shape, amplitude, or
wavelength on cell migration. Instead of using a full
combinatorial experiment requiring 27 unique pat-
terns, we employed a three-level Taguchi L9 factorial
design to collapse the number of patterns to nine while
preserving the power to determine the main effect of
each parameter on cell migration. We used peak-to-
peak amplitudes of 3, 5 or 10 μm,wavelengths of 5, 10,
or 20 μm, and three different waveforms: square,
triangle, or sinusoid, creating nine combinations with
the three set points for each of the three variables. The
initial amplitude and wavelength values were taken as
the range of dimensions from previous literature that

Figure 1. SEM images of (A) a single printed test structurewith defined cell seeding location surrounded by aligned square wave
topography, scale bar 300 μm, and (B)magnified image ofwall arches that allow cells tomigrate out following initial seeding, scale bar
20 μm. (C) SEM images of the outer edges of different topographywaveformswith 10 μmpeak-to-peak amplitude and 20 μm
wavelength, scale bar 10 μm. (D)Optical images of the cellmigration fronts stainedwith crystal violet after 24 h on the different
topography shapes, scale bar 500 μm. (E) Schematic of cellmigration speed broken into its orthogonal components,M|| andM⊥.
(F)Plot showing values ofM|| andM⊥ for different waveform shapes (error bars representmean±SEM). *, **, or *** indicate p-value
less than 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 respectively.
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showed the highest magnitude and most robust
effect on cell migration speed from topography
[10, 13, 29, 30].

2.4. Single-cell tracking experiments
Cells were recorded using live fluorescence imaging,
then cell position tracks were output using the FIJI
plugin Trackmate [31, 32]. Cell tracks were filtered to
only keep those with good fidelity, as measured
through Trackmate’s ‘quality’ filter. A custom
MATLAB script was used to analyze the tracks.
Average migration speeds were calculated for each cell
by calculating the total distance traveled for each hour
time interval, then averaging all the time intervals
together for each single cell track. To get the final value
shown in figures, we averaged values for all cell tracks
together over multiple experiments. The angle of
migration was calculated for each 1 h interval for each
cell and plotted as rose plot histograms.

2.5.Microcontact printing
We used microcontact printing to fabricate coverslips
with alternating 10 μm wide parallel lines of cell-
adhesive fibronectin and 10 μmwide lines of non cell-
adhesive Pluronic F-127. 10 μm width raised lines
were molded in PDMS from silicon wafers.
50 mg ml−1

fibronectin with 1% Alexa-Fluor-488
conjugated fibronectin was adsorbed to PDMS stamps
for 1 h before inverting onto a UV-ozone treated glass
coverslip. Coverslips were then treated with 0.2%
Pluronic F-127 solution and subsequently washed in
PBS. A 2 μl droplet of cells at a concentration of 3.3
million cells ml−1 (6600 total cells) in EGM-2 was
seeded in a 2 mm diameter PDMS ring. The PDMS
ring was removed after 30 min, allowing cells to
migrate outward.

2.6. Inhibitor studies
NSC23766 (50 μM), blebbistatin (50 μM), and wort-
mannin (50 nM) (Tocris Bioscience), were reconsti-
tuted and stored in DMSO. Drugs were added in cell
media 6 h after initial cell seeding and left for 24 h
during imaging.

2.7. Focal adhesion quantification
Cells were stained using anti-paxillin antibody (diluted
1:100, BD Biosciences #610568) and an Alexa-647
goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:400, Invitro-
gen #A21236). Confocal imaging was taken using
0.8 μm slice thickness. Four image slices (total 3.2 μm
height) encompassing the peaks of the sine waves were
stacked using max projection, processed using FIJI’s
threshold and watershed functions, then analyzed
using the ‘analyze particles’ function in FIJI. Data from
10 image stacks was averaged, encompassing 20–30
cells total. To quantify focal adhesion length, particles
were fitted with an ellipsoid and the major axis length
wasmeasured.

2.8. Statistical analysis
The fractional factorial experimental design was set up
and analyzed using JMP statistical software package
(SAS) using a least squares fit model. Statistical testing
and graphing was done using GraphPad Prism soft-
ware. Single-cell statistics were conducted using two-
way ANOVA with a post hoc Dunnett test. Focal
adhesion quantification statistics were conducted
using students t-test to compare DMSO and NSC
conditions.

3. Results

To investigate whether wave shape, amplitude, or
wavelength had significant effects on cell migration,
we printed patterns with peak-to-peak amplitudes of
3, 5 or 10 μm, wavelengths of 5, 10, or 20 μm, and
three differentwaveforms: square, triangle, or sinusoid
(figure 1(B)). The values for wavelength were chosen
to be similar in diameter to a spread cell on a flat
surface and amplitude values were chosen to span the
average values utilized in past studies [9]. Instead of
using a full combinatorial experiment requiring 27
unique patterns, we employed a three-level Taguchi L9
factorial design to collapse the number of patterns to
nine. This partial factorial experimental design was
used to initially screen if there is a significant effect on
cell migration when any of the three parameters
(amplitude, wavelength, and waveform) are varied.
Cells were seeded in the center of each pattern and
allowed to migrate for 24 h prior to fixation and
staining with crystal violet to visualize the migration
front (figure 1(C)). On flat surfaces, cells appeared to
migrate out of the walls isotropically, whereas cells on
topographies migrated predominantly parallel to the
waves independent of thewaveform.

While the overall ellipsoidal shape of themigration
front on patterned surfaces demonstrated preferential
migration, it was not clear how individual cells were
behaving and there were no statistically significant dif-
ferences in the migration speed of the collective
cell migration front on the different topographies
(figure S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/BF/11/
021001/mmedia). To characterize individual cell
migration on the topographies, it was necessary to
fluorescently tag the nuclei of the HUVECs by expres-
sing histoneH2B-RFP via a lentiviral vector. Single cell
migration tracks were recorded using time lapse
microscopy. Directional migration of individual cells
was quantified by splitting total migration speed into
its orthogonal components: parallel (M||) or perpend-
icular (M⊥)migration relative to the aligned wave pat-
terns (figure 1(D)). We found that varying wave shape
had a significant effect on total migration speed and
M||, but no significant effect onM⊥ (figure 1(E)). Cells
migrated fastest on square waves, followed by triangle
waves, and lastly sine waves with average speeds of
31.6±1.4, 28.7±1.5, and 25.1±1.7 μmh−1
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respectively. We also observed a significant decrease
in M⊥ as wavelength increased from 3 to 10 μm
(table 4.S1). In contrast, varying amplitude did not
precipitate significant differences within our tested
range for any of the responsemetrics.

Since the factorial results indicated that topo-
graphy waveform and wavelength significantly affect
migratory behavior of endothelial cells, we decided to
study migration as a function of wavelength on the
most physiologically relevant yet least-studied wave-
form, the sine wave. Whereas a number of publica-
tions have shown that square wave features with
dimensions as small as 35 nm can direct cell migra-
tion, the upper limit of feature sizes that a cell will
respond to is not well defined, especially for curved
topographies [15].We proceeded to explore the effects
of longer wavelength sine wave topographies with a
fixed 10 μm peak-to-peak amplitude and wavelengths
of 20, 50, 100, or 150 μm (figure 2(A)). It was observed
that as wavelength increased, the shape of the cell
migration front transitioned from visibly elliptical to a
more isotropic migration pattern resembling that of a
flat surface (figure 2(B)). These findings were corrobo-
rated by single-cell analysis, which showed slowerM||

and faster M⊥ migration speeds as wavelength
increased (figures 2(C) and (E)). The trend forM⊥was
the opposite of what we observed when wavelength
was varied from 3 to 10 μm, indicating that there may
be a local mimimum for the perpendicular comp-
onent of cellmigration speed at the 10 μmwavelength.
However, since the previous data was part of a frac-
tional factorial screening experiment where wave
shape and amplitude were also varied, the data should
not be directly compared. Variability of the angle of
migration, visualized by rose plot histograms, also
increased at longer wavelengths (figure 2(D)). In com-
parison with flat printed patterns, M|| was only sig-
nificantly faster on the 20 μmwavelength andM⊥was
significantly slower than M|| across all wavelengths
(figure 2(E)). Even though the magnitude of the effect
of topography on cell migration decreased at longer
wavelengths, cells were still able to sense and respond
to sinusoidal topographies with 150 μm wavelength,
roughly three to four times the diameter of a single
cell. Although there were significant effects of varying
wavelength onM|| andM⊥, there were no differences
in total migration speed across the various wave-
lengths (figure S3).

To quantify the anisotropy of the observed migra-
tion, we calculated the anisotropy ratio, defined as
M||/M⊥. The anisotropy ratio was highest for the
20 μmwavelength (∼5) and decreased at longer wave-
lengths, approaching isotropy (1) (figure 2(F)).
Although the anisotropy ratio was lowest for the flat
printed patterns, migration was not isotropic. We
compared flat patterns printed using DLW with those
with a flat spin coated surface and found differences in
M|| between the two (figures 2(E) and (F)). SEM ima-
ging of the flat printed topographies showed the

presence of aligned nanoscale topography formed
from incomplete voxel overlap between printed lines
(figure S2). These small aligned grooves were approxi-
mately 100 nm deep and spaced at the width of one
voxel (300 nm) from each other and were enough to
significantly increase M|| speed on ‘flat’ printed pat-
terns when compared to the spin coated migration
(figure 2(E)). Nonetheless, the topographies of all sub-
strates were printed in the same orientation using the
same printing parameters, allowing us to make con-
trolled comparisons within our system framework.

Directional cell migration arises from cell polar-
ization, where cells have a protrusive front and a con-
tractile rear. Some of the molecular pathways involved
in cell polarization have previously been revealed by
2D cell migration studies that used microcontact
printing to pattern adhesive ligands on flat surfaces
[33, 34]. Three major molecular drivers identified in
directional migration are non-muscle myosin II
(NMMII), which forms contractile actomyosin bun-
dles at the cell rear and locally inhibits protrusion
initiation, phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), which
regulates a number of pathways involved in actin
cytoskeletal remodeling in cell migration, and Rac1,
which locally concentrates actin polymerization and
lamellipodial protrusion to the cell front [1, 35]. How-
ever, it remains unclear how insights from these 2D
migration studies translates to curved topographies,
and if themolecular pathways are similar.

To explore whether directional migration induced
by topography uses the same molecular mechanisms
as those previously described for flat substrates, we
added inhibitors of NMMII, PI3K, and Rac1 to cells
on the 20 μm wavelength sine waves. Cell migration
on these sine waves was compared to the migration of
cells treated with the same inhibitors on flat substrates
patterned with fibronectin-coated lines. Alternating
10 μmwide lines of cell-adhesive fibronectin and non-
adhesive Pluronic were microcontact-printed onto
glass (figure 3(A)). The flat lines induced cell elonga-
tion and directional migration in the parallel direction
analogous to our topographies and similar previous
reports (figure 3(B)) [13, 34]. Cell seeding density was
kept constant and seeding was confined using PDMS
rings to keep conditions as similar as possible to that of
cells on the sinewaves.

Two out of the three selected inhibitors, NMMII
and PI3k, elicited a similar response in both surface
types. The NMMII inhibitor blebbistatin decreasedM||

andM⊥ on both sine waves and flat lines (figures 3(C)
and (F)). The PI3k inhibitor wortmannin reduced cell
elongation and modestly decreased directional cell
migration (decreased M||, increased M⊥) for both the
sinewaves and flat lines (figures 3(D) and (G)). Interest-
ingly, the Rac1 inhibitor NSC23766 increased direc-
tionalmigration of cells on theflat lines, consistent with
previous reports, but had the opposite effect for cells on
the sine waves [34]. On flat lines NSC23766 increased
M|| and decreased M⊥, but on sine waves NSC23766
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decreasedM|| and increasedM⊥ (figures 3(E) and (H)).
These findings suggest that endogenous Rac1 may sup-
press directional migration on flat surfaces but is in fact
important for mediating topography-induced direc-
tionalmigration (figure 3(H)).

To gain a better understanding of the observed
Rac1 inhibitor behavior, we examined focal adhesion
(FA) formation between treated and untreated cells on
both the patterned FN lines and sine wave topo-
graphies. One of the hypothesized underlying causes
of contact guidance is the regulation of FA area by phy-
sical topography, where FA elongation is constrained

in the perpendicular direction, leading to proportion-
ally more parallel FAs [36–38]. Results showed that
cells on the sine waves had significantly less FA forma-
tion when treated with NSC (figure 3(I)). Quantifica-
tion revealed significantly higher average FA area and
length for control versus NSC23766 conditions
(figures 3(K) and (L)). In contrast, cells on flat fibro-
nectin lines had the same amount of FA formation in
the control and NSC conditions (figures 3(J)–(L)).
These results are consistent with a model whereby the
enhanced directional migration caused by sine wave
topographies may be mediated by a Rac-dependent

Figure 2. (A) SEM images of sine-wave topography prints with varyingwavelength. Scale bar, 50 μm. (B)Optical images of the cell
migration front on the variedwavelength (λ) sinewaves. Cells werefixed and stainedwith crystal violet. Scale bar, 300 μm.
(C)Representative single cell tracks output fromTrackmate overlaid onto an image ofH2B-RFP tagged cell nuclei. Printed patterns
are autofluorescent and thus visible alongwith cell nuclei. Higher intensity areas denote the peaks of the sinewaves while lower
intensity areas denote the troughs. Scale bar, 50 μm. (D)Rose plot histograms of the angle of cellmigration over 1 h time intervals for
eachwavelength. Angle ofmigrationwas rotated so that the initial direction ofmigration out of thewalls was in the 0° direction. Each
plot shows combined datawith n=8. (E)M|| (orange) andM⊥ (purple) cellmigration speedwith varyingwavelength. * indicates
significance as compared to theflat printed condition. (F)Migration speed anisotropy ratio: the ratio ofM||/M⊥migration across the
various wavelengths. An anisotropy ratio of 1 indicates isotropicmigration. *, **, ***, or **** indicate p-value less than 0.05, 0.01, 0.001,
and 0.0001 respectively. All error bars representmean±SEM.
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increase in FA area and length on the sine waves, lead-
ing to increased cell polarization. This model supports
previous suggestions that the underlying cause of con-
tact guidance involves regulation of FAs by the physi-
cal topography [21, 36, 37, 39].

4.Discussion

This study highlights the importance of studying cell
migration on biologically relevant curved topogra-
phies. HUVEC migration is different on curved
topographies compared to square wave topographies
often used for topography studies. Song et al have
previously used x-ray lithography to fabricate well-
defined sinusoidal waves to study T-cell migration and
found that cells migrated preferentially within the
troughs of the waves, more so on shorter wavelength

waves [40]. Although x-ray lithography proves to be an
acceptable fabrication method for creating various
sine wave features, it may not be ideal for users to
produce a new x-raymask for every new structure they
would like to test. DLW is well suited for producing
various curved topographies since it can provide the
resolution of a photolithography process without
having to use a mask. Using DLW-printed curved
topographies, we found that endothelial cells had
decreased directional migration on sine wave topogra-
phies with longer wavelengths. Interestingly, HUVECs
continued to exhibit directional migration on sine
waves with wavelengths even as long as 150 μm, a
length scale significantly longer than the span of
individual cells.

While the field has largely presumed that contact
guidance by flat adhesive patterns such as parallel lines
and by 3D topographic features would occur via a

Figure 3. (A)Microcontact-printed flatfluorescent green fibronectin lines of 10 μmwidth. (B)Cells were seeded in a circle then
migrated out along the lines, left to right. Scale bar, 100 μm. (B)DMSO, (C) blebbistatin, (D)wortmannin, or (E)NSC23766was
added 6 h after seeding. Cellmigration on flatfibronectin (FN) lines, sine waves, orflat printed patterns was recorded and compared
to theDMSO control for (F) blebbistatin, (G)wortmannin, or (H)NSC (error bars representmean±SEM). (I)Confocal imaging of
cellsmigrating on sinewaves stained for paxillin and cell nuclei with eitherDMSO (left) orNSC (right) added. Scale bar, 20 μm. (J)
Cellsmigrating on flat FN lines stained for paxillin and cell nuclei with eitherDMSO (left) orNSC (right) added. Scale bar, 20 μm.
Quantification of (K) focal adhesion area and (L) focal adhesion length for each condition (error bars representmean±SD). *,**,***,
or **** indicate p-value less than 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 respectively.
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commonmechanism, our results suggest fundamental
differences between the two processes, exemplified by
an important role for the Rac1 GTPase in topography-
induced guidance of cell migration that was opposite
to its role in cells on flat adhesive patterns. Analysis of
FA area on both flat FN-patterned and sine wave sur-
faces supports the hypothesis that contact guidance is
influenced by the topographic constraints on FA for-
mation. FA proteins mechanically link the cell’s actin
cytoskeleton to the extracellular environment, and are
critical for force transduction that occurs in the cell
during migration [41]. As cells spread and elongate
parallel to topography, FAs mature, elongate, and
align within the cell coordinately with the direction of
actin stress fibers, stabilizing cellular forces along the
axis of elongation. FA alignment and elongation paral-
lel to the topographymay lead to anisotropic force dis-
tribution and to cell polarization [11, 21, 37, 42]. The
observation that Rac1 inhibition leads to both
decreased directional migration and reduced FA
length supports the hypothesis that Rac1 is linked to
the contact guidance effect, and illuminates a potential
pathway by which Rac1 could be important to FA
maturation, elongation, alignment on sine wave
topography.

5. Conclusion

We report a method of studying cell behavior on
curved topographies at biologically relevant length
scales. This approach enables rapid iteration through
different topographic designs that would otherwise be
difficult to fabricate using traditional microfabrication
techniques in order to identify how parameters such as
waveform, wavelength, and amplitude impact contact
guidance of endothelial cells. It remains to be explored
whether the findings we observed are dependent on
cell type or FN surface coating. DLW has proven to be
an excellent tool for producing customizable topogra-
phical features suitable for contact guidance studies.
Along with the high resolution that DLWoffers comes
relatively small writing areas, making it difficult to
print uniform topography patterns over large surface
areas. To address this, we stitched together these
writing areas to form structures that can span large
regions (up to the area of a 4 inchwafer), but trade-offs
included long print times as well as sample tilt
complications. Although there are some technical
tradeoffs for DLW as a fabrication method, it can be
used to produce high resolution structures for a variety
of biological studies. It is important to note that
although the curved topography structures produced
in this study are 3D, cell migration is still significantly
constrained to the topographic surface, and more
work is needed to study contact guidance in a truly
unconstrained 3D environment. Going forward, DLW

can be used to systematically study the effect of novel
geometries on cellmigration and behavior.
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